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Scene 8 the tippler vs the little prince 
 

The little prince meets a man sitting hopelessly on the chair. 
LP -Hello  
T -Who are you? (unfriendly voice) 
   -Are you my family’s staff? Are they sending you to get me back home? 
Lp -No. I don’t know them. No one send me here.  
A tippler looks more relaxed and less stressed. 
LP -It seems that you’re running away from your family.  
T -I am sick of their great care. 
LP -Don’t you like someone taking care of you? 
T-That’s too boring.   
LP (shocked and a bit disappointed) -Oh, but my rose is happy when I water her. She also 
enjoys talking with me. 
T-I’m not your flower! I am always upset when my parents ask me and treat me like I am 
a small kid.  
LP -That’s because they love you.  
T- But that causes me make more mistakes because I’m too irritated! 
      
A tippler take a bottle of soft drink and sib. 
 

 
  



Scene 13 + 14 (roses) the little prince vs echo  vs roses 
สคริปต์เดิม ((ไม่ใช้อันนี้)) 

 

 
 
สคริปต์ใหม่ (ใช้อันนี้)  
The little prince arrives in a garden full of roses 
LP -Good morning. 
Roses -Good morning. 
Lp -And who are you? 
Roses -We’re roses. 
The little prince looks stunned and a bit shocked 
Roses -Why are you sad? 
Lp -You all look like my flower.  
Roses -Oh, I see. You’re not happy because your flower told you that she was the only 
one of her kind in all the universe. Is that right? 
The little prince nod his head.  
 Roses -So you are shocked when you see five of us, all alike, in one single garden!  
Again, the little prince nod his head sadly.  
Roses look at him thoroughly and consider him carefully.  
Roses -Emm You think that you are rich with a flower that was unique in the world. 
LP -I think I am the only one in this universe who possesses the rose. 



Roses -But it turns out that all you have is just a common rose. There are a lot of roses 
on the earth. Maybe you can find many roses on other planet.  
Lp -And that doesn’t make me a very great prince.  
The little prince start crying and leaves. 



 
Scene 15 the merchant   

 
สคริปต์ใหม่ (ใช้อันนี้)  

Group 1 
 

The little prince & the merchant 
 
LP -Good morning 
M -Good morning. Are you interested in my product? 
LP -What is it? 
M -I’m selling pills that have been invented to stop thirst. 
LP -Thirst? 
M – Yes. You need to swallow one pill a week, and you would feel no need of anything to 
drink. NOTHING TO DRINK AT ALL!  
LP - Why are you selling those? 
M –Time is valuable. Time waits for no one.  
LP –(thinking hard) You mean time doesn’t care about us or our plan. Time will continue 
to move on without us. 
M -Exactly. That’s why it’s important for us to make the most of our time and spend it 
wisely because we will never get it back.  
LP -When I was with my rose. I took care of her every day. I brought her water. I put a 
glass globe to shelter her. I always talked with her.  
M - My pills help save a lot of time. With them, you can save fifty-three minutes in every 
week.  
LP -And what do I do with these fifty-three minutes? 
M -Anything you like. You can spend more time taking care of your rose. 
LP –(Sad) But I left her. I no longer stay with her.  
Turn to the audience 
-As for me now, if I had fifty-three minutes to spend as I liked, I should walk toward a 
spring of fresh water.  
 



Scene 15 the merchant   
สคริปต์ใหม่ (ใช้อันนี้)  

Group 2 
 

มีตัวละครตัวเดียว คือ The little prince  
 
He sees a desk/a box with a lot of pills. No one is there. There is a note on a table. So he 
picks it up and reads.  
 
LP -Oh. These are pills that have been invented to stop thirst. 
We just need to swallow one pill a week, and we would feel no need of anything to drink. 
NOTHING TO DRINK AT ALL!  
 
The little prince turns to the audience. He frowns and see a sign saying “Time waits for 
no one” He shows that sign to the audience.   
 
LP – Time waits for no one. It doesn’t care about us or our plan. Time will continue to 
move on without us. That’s why it’s important for us to make the most of our time and 
spend it wisely because we will never get it back.  
 
He takes the pills up.  
 
LP - These pills help save a lot of time. With them, we can save fifty-three minutes in 
every week. But what do I do with these fifty-three minutes? 
 
He shakes his head.  
 
LP-As for me now, if I had fifty-three minutes to spend as I liked, I should walk toward a 
spring of fresh water.  
 
 
 



 
สคริปต์เดิม ((ไม่ใช้อันนี้)) 
 

 


